CAMILLA BARBARITO

Sentimento
popolare
A musical project born from my passion
for the popular Mediterranean and southern music of the world.

Project
The temper and high heat of a variety of folk songs, local
and from other country. Proudly mongrel songs, fairly stolen
from their home country.

Songs that made people weep and dance!
That soothed! That helped pace work, and made the idles whistle.
True tunes, filled with core, with heart.

A concert to listen to, and for celebrating together.

We take flight from the chair of an old Milanese dive bar... whirling on unleashed, odd Balcanic rhythms we turn towards
a Sicilian waltz, and gliding through a rumba flamenca and

a Mexican ballad we try to land with a dip, to the beat

of an Argentine tango. Not before we serenade to the balcony, mock the powerful, shed a tear with jealousy, rock a baby
to sleep and dance for your dead.

Bio
Camilla Barbarito is a

singer and performer

born in Milan in

1978.

Her education followed a path ranging

theatre to singing ,

from experimental

thanks to some early tours in sub-Saharan

Africa where she could get in touch with non-European
cultures.
She works with several music ensembles and carries on her own
original research on

Mediterranean folk music

inspired by

Balkan sounds , Portuguese fado , Greek rebetika
Argentinian tango

and

Romany music .

music,

Alongside music, she has taken part in many experimental and
improvisation-based plays and concerts both as actress and vocal
performer.

Among others, she has worked with Vladimir Denissenkov, Ivana Monti,
Jovica Jovic, Paolo Rossi, Roberta Torre, AGON, Teatro delle Moire,
Duccio Bellugi of Theatre du Soleil, Nema Problema Orkestar and
Musicamorfosi, as well as various other leading figures of Milan music
scene.

She is often a guest on the Rai Radio Tre programme Piazza Verdi.
She has created the character of Nina Madù, a singer who, along with
her band Le Reliquie Commestibili (The Edible Relics), is more and more
appreciated on the independent scene. Together with Fabio Marconi,
she is artistic director of the music festival La Cura di Dioniso at VanGhè Ambulatorio d’Arte.

Nina Madù ---->

The record
The musicians playing on the
record
Fabio Marconi
Alberto Pederneschi
Ivo Barbieri
Guido Baldoni
Andrea Jimmy Catagnoli
Raffaele Kohler
Eloisa Manera
Carlo Nicita
Ulisse Garnerone
Davide Marzagalli
Baba Diarra
Toni Deragna
Nabil Hamai Naby
Eco Camara
and the actor Rufin Doh

Reviews
L'INTERNAZIONALE

BLOW UP

Pier Andrea Canei

Piercarlo Poggio

Adelio Rigamonti

Vincenzo Sardelli

…here it is a southern voice

…the voice of Camilla

…the Uccelli of Aristofane

…a polymorphous voice of

that scratches and suffers…

Barbarito has the versatility

by E. Russo gets a precious

the artist, shows exceptional

to afford a continue change

piece with the great voice

singing endowment…

of tone and color…

of Camilla Barbarito, an

she’s a collection of singers,
but the head spreading out
on multicultural spaces, the

her LP has none of the typical
defects of the patinated
world music, showing primary

heart going southwards and
the magic sound are always
her own everywhere…

sources in a clear style, after
approached with
experimental viewpoint…

KRAPP'S LAST POST

excellence enhancing the
value of the whole
spectacle…

VIDEO

TRACKS
UN ANNO D'AMORE

IL SENTIMENTO POPOLARE

link ---> youtube

link ---> youtube

IL SENTIMENTO POPOLARE
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SITO WEB

SOCIAL

www.camillabarbarito.com

www.facebook.com/camilla.barbarito

